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Zaporizhzhia national technical university, Ukraine 

scourse in English 

Freishyn-Chirovsky and Marta Bohachevsky-Chomiak has been done. Cognitive approach has been used in the stylistic 
analysis of the parallel texts. 
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Canadian Four Ukrainian Poets: Drach, Korotych, Kostenko, Symonenko

 Granite Obelisks  
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Svoboda Ukrainian Weekly. 
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- Filial

 I peer intently in your eyes, // As blue and frightening as the fire s core; // And 
from within a scarlet lightning flies  // The light of riots, revolts, and war [13, p. 38-39]. 

 eyes  
fire s core  

  Ukraine! You are truly a marvel; // And may the 
timeless ages flow // My proud and gracious, handsome mother, // For me your wondrousness but grows [13, p. 38-
39 .  (marvel truly 

gracious handsome 

 

 

 For you I sow pearls n my spirit, // For your sake is all that I think and I do  // May Russias and 
Americas be silent // When I elect to speak with you

 I m determined to sprinkle your sanctified banner // At least with a drop of my blood [13, p. 38-39].  

-

 The days are so often too stumpy and short. // So, rarely do I think of you. 
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 stumpy and short.  

the battle s endless noise 
You are my millennial care and strife,  

care and strife  

 

 

 Where are you now, oh torturers of nations  

 Where are you now, oh torturers of nations? // Where is your Majesty; your power  
where s it gone? // You will no longer have the quiet, sacred places // To lay unholy waste upon

the quiet, sacred places 

unholy waste  

 

 
 My nation grows, expands, is acting, // Without your whips, without your scorn. // It 

will outlive all those whose fortitude was lacking, // All those whom evil hordes had borne. 

-  My nation is! My nation lives eternally! // And no one will destroy my 
enderness and fury rife. 

 
scorn 

-  It will outlive all those whose fortitude was lacking, // All 
those whom evil hordes had borne 

 
It constantly grows young internally 

. 

 You! Bastard sons of torturers 
satanic! // Forget this not, you harvest of the mud: // My nation is, its vibrance is Titanic, // M
throb with Kozak blood! [13, p. 30-31].  

you harvest of the mud 
 its vibrance is 

Titanic   
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 c.   
I  

 

, // : /  , /  
 He looked at me as if I had no worth. // I saw his eyes were empty when he finally withdrew  // 

center of the earth? // There are many millions  [13, p. 80-81].   

 
 

 
if I had no worth 

 his eyes were empty 
 

millions
 

  For everyone 
has his own style, // Not everyone can be coerced. // WE  isn t many standard I S  // It s many different worlds 
[13, p. 80-

 

 

- Advice for Tyrants

 No matter how you twist it, // it will always be the same. //  
Someone should have told the torturers, methought. // You can execute the brain // where ideas were wrought, you 
cannot execute a thought [13, p. 72-73]. 

 

 have 
told methought wrought  
execute  ideas.  

 

-

 

 People often survive after dying: // He expires but he walks and he eats, // Selling worn-out 
opinions and sayings // On some stuffy suburban side streets [13, p. 84-85]. 

 survive;  expires; 
  opinions and sayings.   

-
 He s tired not to eat, in sleep to lie, // And after time on crutches he has sped  // But that s his 

right, for it s not terrible to die; // It s terrible to live when you are dead [13, p. 84-

eat -
But that s his right  
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 -
p. 13].  

 Don t mock me please, just this I ask, // And when 
talking, don t speak silently. // Oh why give the truth a word-muddled masque? // In silence you scream to me [13, p. 
86  

-  

  You can hate and abhor and 
loathe me, // Be angry with me, I don t care. // I will still love your eyes so lovely, // I will still love your sorrowful 
hair [13, p.78  -

lovely.  

 

  

   - .  Just yesterday I 
used to run to school, it seems. // I used to plant those cherry trees. // And now with bees the berries teem, // They 
are swarmed with hordes of wasps and bees [13, p.70-71]. 

 
teem swarm 

hordes of wasps and bees 

 

  
The white and the stinging fat bees take to flight, // Around it they sluggishly circle and swell [13, p. 74-75]. 

-
 

 
 c. 

 That you may fly on wings that never 
stop, // That you may soar upon eternity s eonian breeze, // Their wisdom slowly, drop by drop // The mortals 
gleaned for you like bees [13, p. 62-63]. 

-

 
wings that never stop  

  eternity s eonian breeze 
 

 
 gleaned 

 

- -
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  By nature our species is sagacious; // and we know all and are 
masters of all that we see. // And thus are watched with pride and jubilation // by our ancestor  the gentle 
chimpanzee [13, p. 44-45]. 

 are 
masters of all that we see  

are watched  

-  
Our kind is wise from birth, // We know everything since we acquired status  

girth. // Our lucky ancestor, the chimpanzee // Looks at us in awe and glee [11, p.77].  

 He swings in trees directly from birth, // And bathes himself in tropic winds But 
we will go teach all the nations on earth // How to swim in the oceans of ink [13, p. 44-

all the nations on earth 
 

rocking in the tropics // While we elucidate the 
topics // Important for everyone else. // We . 

 

 And we will raise and rise 
and go. // And we will reach and breach the heights!!! // And so you ll gape in simple awe, // when we reveal to you 
our endless fancy s flights [13, p. 44-45]. 

and 

 
you ll gape in simple awe 

 we reveal to 
you our endless fancy s flights 

 

 - will

 manufacture  shut up: 
We ll raise, we ll add, we ll go, // We ll scale the heights just so. // We ll manufacture so many truths, // That you ll 
shut up for good [11, p.77].  

    
The Trial p. 64-65]  The Court p  
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  The paragraphs were seated at the table, // 
The footnotes by the witness stand. // And so to pierce the suspect with their eyes were able // Quotations with the 
bayonets in hand [13, p.64-65].     

 

Sections set sternly at the table, // Notes crouched in corners, carefully inclined, // 
Quotations with fixed bayonets stared sharply // At the defendant who was being tried [11, p. 69]. 

 
stared sharply 

 

 
 In vain she shed her tears and swore, // That evil she knew not and never 

had, // But iron logic s what the judges bore. // She fit no margins  THAT they all abhorred; // She was a thought  
original, at that [13, p. 66-67]. 

 -
 shed her tears 

THAT 
 

-
did

n In vain did the defendant swear // 
Her innocence. It could not matter there. // The court was logical and strict, // In no known category did she fit  // 
She was a new idea [11, p.69]. 

   
   Emperors, rulers, kings, and 

dictators // Fainting in the frankincense of praise, // Opened their mouths like huge, gaping craters, // And 
screamed: //  We re the symbols of the age //   Those not with us are hateful to God /   Those not with us are foes 
of all. [13, p.58-59].  

-
rulers huge 

gaping 
 in the frankincense 

 hateful foes 

 mouths 
 

-
Dictators, kings, emperors // fainting in the vapour of vanity // opened their muzzles, large as craters // 

and roared: / We are the symbols of humanity! 
all! // We incarnate the era.  [11, p

in the 
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vapour of vanity vanity  
muzzles large as craters 

opened  

 And their cheap little lickspittle 
servants // A band of invalids that knew what pays, // So as not to die from famine or of scurvy, // Fed the monarchs 
with their sycophantish praise [13, p 58-59]. 

lickspittle 

 servants 

   a band of invalids   
that knew 

what pays .   not 
to die from famine or of scurvy  

sycophantish praise  

-
A band of cripples serving as jesters // sell themselves for a bowl of porridge // and feed the 

vanity of their masters [11, p  
 a band of cripples serving as jesters 

 
sell themselves for a bowl of porridge 

 vanity  

 
.  For the true, the honest heavens // You just cannot paint with a brush. // For real greatness never 

needed //Fake idolatry as a crutch [13, p.58-
 honest 

 heavens  
 you just cannot paint with a brush 

. fake idolatry as a 
crutch  

 
for the sincere high heaven // cannot be painted over with a mop. // For glory, true and eternal, 

// does not need a prop [11, p  a mop  
eternal a prop 
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